#4-40 UNC-2B COLD FORM TAP
.140 DP MIN. FROM FAR SIDE
DO NOT BREAK THRU
(6) PL.

NOTES:
1. MATERIAL: EXTRUSION SEE SHEET 2 OF 2
2. REMOVE ALL BURRS AND SHARP EDGES
3. CLEAR FINISH, RoHS COMPLIANT, CHROMIUM FREE PER CST-0001 LATEST REVISION
4. * DENOTES CRITICAL CHARACTERISTIC FOR LOT INSPECTION
5. DIMENSIONS ARE INCHES ONLY.

REV.  DESCRIPTION     DATE     APPROVED
1     RELEASED PER E053488   01/04/06 ECF
2     REVISED PER E090758    05/08/06 REJH
3     REDRAWN PER E100902    07/14/10 KUK
NOTES:
1. MATL: ALUMINUM 6063-T5
2. * DENOTES DIMENSION TO THEORETICAL SHARP CORNER.
3. DIMENSIONS ARE INCHES ONLY.